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Critical Information

Everything you need to know

PET/CT Replacement Project and Plans for Service Continuity
The Imaging Center at Hartford Hospital is planning for the replacement of its
current PET/CT scanner, in place since 2002. The new 64-slice PET/CT will
allow us to perform a wider variety of scans, provide better imaging quality
and decrease the radiation dose to our patients.
The project involves the removal of the current scanner and significant
renovations within the Nuclear Medicine Department on the 2nd floor of the
High Building. The timeline extends for three to four months.
In conjunction with the Facilities Department, Biomedical Engineering and the
Radiation Safety staff, the planning has led to a solution that assures
continuity of services by providing a temporary, mobile PET/CT unit to be
installed outside the Helen and Harry Gray Cancer Center. This will occur on
Sunday, July 29, 2018. We expect the temporary unit to be fully operational
by Monday, August 6, 2018.
Beginning Monday, August 6, all outpatients normally having a PET/CT study
in the Hartford Hospital Nuclear Medicine Department will have their study
performed on the scanner in the mobile ‘trailer’ unit located outside the
entrance to the cancer center. Inpatients cannot be accommodated in the
mobile unit and will be handled on a case-by-case basis. The scheduling and
registration process will remain the same.
This temporary arrangement is expected to last through the first week of
November 2018.
Please be assured this is a safe and widely-used method of providing for
PET/CT scanning within the community; in fact, such mobile units are used
throughout the country, including other areas within Hartford HealthCare.
Contact Darren Bonneau at 860.972.3888 with any questions.

Join us at the Medical Staff "End of Summer Event"
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September 21 from 6 to 9 p.m., New Britain Museum of American Art, 56
Lexington Street, New Britain
Join your colleagues from the Hartford Hospital Medical Staff on Friday,
September 21, for an amazing evening at the New Britain Museum of
American Art.
You and your guest are invited to join the Officers and other members of the
Hartford Hospital Medical Staff for this special evening as a unique opportunity
for members of the Medical Staff to socialize and enjoy each other’s company.
You will have exclusive admission to the gallery spaces including the works of
Howard Pyle, Frederic Rodrigo Gruger, N. C. Wyeth and Norman Rockwell, to
name a few.
The evening will feature appetizers, small plates bursting with bold flavors and
sweet endings as well as wine, beer and other beverages brought to you by
Riverhouse Catering.
The cost is $50 per person. To reserve your space:
by credit card, call Cathleen Aquino at 860.972.6167
by check, drop off at 85 Jefferson Street, JB 114, or mail to Medical Staff
Office, Hartford Hospital, 80 Seymour Street, PO Box 5037, Hartford, CT,
06102-5037.
Please respond by September 7.

Hartford Hospital Leaders Host New Provider Welcome
Reception
Hartford Region President Bimal Patel and other Hartford Hospital leaders
hosted a welcome reception for new providers on July 19, 2018.
The event, held at the Hartford HealthCare Bone & Joint Institute at Hartford
Hospital, offered an opportunity for the executive leadership team to have indepth conversations with each new physician in attendance and listen to their
feedback about practicing medicine.
New physicians were able to learn about the campus and the HHC system. The
doctors in attendance were also invited to engage with leaders about what can
be done to make them feel welcome and supported.

In Memoriam: Dr. Bruce F. Bower
Dr. Bruce F. Bower passed away peacefully at the age of 84 after a long battle
with the Lewy Body variant of Alzheimer's disease in his home in Needham on
July 6, 2018 surrounded by his loving family.
Dr. Bower graduated from Vanderbilt University in 1954 and received his
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medical degree from The Johns Hopkins School of Medicine in 1958. Following
his internship and residency at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in 1960, he did his
post graduate work at the National Institute of Health in Kidney and
Electrolyte Metabolism and then moved to San Francisco where he studied
Clinical Endocrinology at the University of California. In 1965, he moved back
to Boston where he completed a senior residency in Internal Medicine at
Massachusetts General Hospital and began private practice in Endocrinology at
Hartford Hospital.
He served as chief of the Diabetes & Endocrinology Division at Hartford
Hospital from 1975 to 2002 and taught at the University of Connecticut School
of Medicine from 1986 to 2004. He authored numerous articles for national
medical journals and received awards for his medical expertise and patient
care. He was awarded Distinction in Clinical Endocrinology from the American
Association Clinical Endocrinology in 2004 and Distinguished Clinician from the
American Diabetes Association in 2000. In addition to his vast clinical
expertise, he was a loving husband and devoted father.
A luncheon will be held on September 29, 2018, at The Hartford Golf Club in
West Hartford to celebrate his life. Remembrances can be sent to Betsy Bower
at 865 Central Ave., B-404, Needham, Mass., 02492.
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Noteworthy and New

Announcements, news and information

Bimal Patel Shares Hartford Hospital Pride with Community
Leaders
At recent gatherings of the Metro Hartford Alliance and Leadership Greater
Hartford, President Bimal Patel delivered remarks about Hartford Hospital’s
unique role as both a quaternary care hospital to the region and community
hospital to the City of Hartford. He also shared news of the hospital’s recent
growth initiatives and economic impact. In 2018, Hartford Hospital will have a
direct impact of more than $2 billion on the state and local economy.
In early June, Bimal welcomed Leadership Greater Hartford to the world-class
Bone & Joint Institute and introduced them to all the services and expertise
the facility has to offer. He described Hartford HealthCare’s approach to
integrated care delivery and explained how the organization is working to
become the most trusted for personalized care in the northeast and beyond.

2019 Black & Red to Benefit Brownstone Ambulatory Care
Services
The Brownstone Ambulatory Care Services will be the 2019 beneficiary of
Hartford Hospital’s annual gala, the Black & Red. The program will be
recognized at the event for their longstanding commitment to serving the
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most vulnerable in our community. The Black & Red will be held on Saturday,
January 26, 2019, and will feature entertainment by singer, songwriter and
actress Cyndi Lauper.
Tickets for the hospital’s signature fundraiser will go on sale in the coming
months. For information on how to sponsor the Black & Red, contact Carla
Burgess, director of development, at carla.burgess@hhchealth.org or
860.972.1932. For event updates, visit giving.harthosp.org/blackandred.

Goal: Zero Prostate Cancer
Hartford HealthCare hosted the Zero Prostate Cancer 5K Walk/Run at Dunkin’
Donuts Park in Hartford Saturday, June 30. It’s the second year the largest
national men’s health event occurred in Connecticut. Hartford HealthCare’s
Tallwood Urology & Kidney Institute was the host sponsor and the HHC Cancer
Institute was the presenting sponsor.

Transplant Center Honored with National Kidney Registry
Award
The Hartford Hospital Transplant Center received the 2018 National Kidney
Registry Excellence in Teamwork Award. The Excellence in Teamwork Award
goes to National Kidney Registry (NKR) member centers that demonstrate
excellence in working together to complete a complex kidney swap.
Hartford Hospital worked with nine other centers to complete one of the most
challenging swaps of the past year, which involved 18 surgeries and ultimately
resulted in nine life-saving transplants.
This award was presented during the annual NKR Season of Miracles Awards
Gala on June 28 at the legendary Rainbow Room in New York City.

Milestone Achievement in Stroke Care
Hartford Hospital has received the American Heart Association/American
Stroke Association’s Get With The Guidelines®-Stroke Gold Plus Achievement
Award with a Target: Stroke Honor Roll Elite Plus designation for the second
year in a row.
The Elite Plus award is the highest designation available and recognizes the
team, under the leadership of Dr. Mark Alberts and Dr. Amre Nouh, for using
the most up-to-date evidence-based treatment guidelines to improve patient
care and outcomes.
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Recognizing Excellence

Awards, accolades and achievements
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Adam Steinberg Named Regional Medical Director of Quality
Adam Steinberg, DO, FACOG, FACS, began work as Hartford HealthCare Regional
Medical Director of Quality for the Hartford Region on July 9, 2018. In this role,
Dr. Steinberg is responsible for overseeing physician leaders in the development
and implementation of quality and patient safety initiatives across the organization.
He will work collaboratively with the medical staff, senior management, nursing staff,
other employees, board members, and patients to instill a culture whereby
everyone at Hartford Hospital will take a proactive role in improving quality and safety.
Prior to this role, Dr. Steinberg spent 10 years in the Division of Urogynecology at
Hartford Hospital as a well-respected urogynecologist. He earned his Doctorate
degree from Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine and went on to complete
his training at the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey Robert Wood
Johnson Medical School at Camden Cooper University Hospital. He is currently
attending the Heller School for Social Policy and Management at Brandeis University
in Waltham, Mass, for his Executive MBA.
Dr. Steinberg will report to Dr. Ajay Kumar, regional vice president of medical affairs
for the Hartford region, and can be reached at 860.671.5161.

Bone & Joint Institute Welcomes Ted Blaine as New
Physician-in-Chief
The Hartford HealthCare Bone & Joint Institute welcomed its new physician-inchief, Dr. Theodore A. Blaine, at a reception during the Travelers
Championship at the TPC River Highlands in June.
Dr. Blaine is recognized nationally and internationally for his expertise in
orthopedics. He completed his medical school training at UCONN, postdoctoral training at Brown and Yale, and an orthopedic surgery residency and
fellowship in orthopedic research at the University of Rochester. He went on to
complete a fellowship in Shoulder and Elbow/Sports Medicine at Columbia
University and served as a visiting fellow in Elbow Surgery at the Mayo Clinic.
“The Bone & Joint Institute is growing at a rapid pace with the recent opening
of two new operating rooms and a dozen new inpatient rooms,” said Bimal
Patel, president of the Hartford Region and senior vice president of Hartford
HealthCare. “As both a renowned physician and distinguished leader, Dr.
Blaine is the perfect person to lead during this time of tremendous
opportunity.”
Dr. Blaine currently performs the highest volume of shoulder replacement
operations in Connecticut and has an excellent reputation for quality outcomes
in these surgeries. He has received numerous postgraduate honors and
teaching awards and has been recognized as one of the Best Doctors in
America.

Courtland Lewis Honored in Fond Farewell
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Dr. Courtland Lewis retired from his role as physician-in-chief of the Hartford
Healthcare Bone & Joint Institute last month, ending his term as the inaugural
leader of Connecticut’s only hospital dedicated exclusively to orthopedics.
Lewis, who joined the Medical Staff in 1990 and assumed a leadership position
in 2013, played a key role in the institute's move to its new state-of-the-art
hospital. He oversaw a period of 48 percent year-over-year growth in joint
replacement surgeries and a nearly 30-point improvement in patient
experience scores.
Dr. Lewis was honored in a retirement reception in June by leaders from
across Hartford Hospital and Hartford HealthCare.
“We owe a debt of gratitude to Dr. Lewis for his leadership at the dawn of the
Bone & Joint Institute,” said Bimal Patel. “He was there through it all and
made the Institute a success from the moment the doors opened. He has
never wavered in his dedication to our mission: ensuring that our team
delivers the safest, highest quality care to our patients.”
Reflecting on his tenure during the Institute's first birthday celebration, Dr.
Lewis said, "Opening a new hospital was pretty complicated and I'm proud of
the more than 200 people who persevered and put it all together."

John Santopietro Named Physician-in-Chief of HHC
Behavioral Health Network
John Santopietro, MD, DFAPA, has been named Hartford HealthCare
Behavioral Health Network’s first Physician-in-Chief. Dr. Santopietro will also
be a Senior Vice President for Hartford HealthCare and will report to Jeff Flaks
beginning October 1.
In this role, Dr. Santopietro will build on the groundbreaking work of Harold
(Hank) Schwartz, MD, Psychiatrist-in-Chief for the Institute of Living (IOL) and
Vice President of Behavioral Health. As previously announced, Dr. Schwartz
will step down from his leadership roles on September 30. He will remain parttime as Psychiatrist-in-Chief Emeritus at the IOL.
Dr. Santopietro most recently has been President and Medical Director of
Silver Hill Hospital in New Canaan, Conn. Silver Hill is a nationally recognized,
124-bed hospital for the treatment of psychiatric and addictive disorders.
Previously, he was Chief Clinical Officer for Behavioral Health and Chairman of
the Department of Psychiatry at Carolinas HealthCare System in Charlotte,
N.C., one of the nation's largest not-for-profit healthcare systems.
He has also served as medical director for Outpatient Psychiatry at Middlesex
and Day Kimball hospitals and at Ingraham Inc., a nonprofit mental-health
agency in Portland, Maine.
Dr. Santopietro has a career-long track record of leadership that promotes and
embraces servant-leadership, feedback and quality improvement based on
standard work. In other words, he is a great fit for our H3W culture. He views
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his role with HHC as an opportunity to answer a call to rejoin people on the
front lines of public health and community psychiatry — truly passion-driven
work.
Working with Pat Rehmer, HHC Senior Vice President and President of the
Behavioral Health Network, and her leadership team, he will focus on
removing variation and improving quality wherever we serve the behavioral
health needs of patients and families.
A Yale University graduate, Dr. Santopietro earned his MD at Northwestern
University Medical School, completed an internship and residency in psychiatry
at Cambridge (Mass.) Hospital and a fellowship at the Austen Riggs Center in
Stockbridge, Mass., annually ranked among the top psychiatric hospitals in the
country by U.S. News & World Report. A member of a number of professional
organizations, he has published and lectured extensively, especially on the use
of technology to enhance the delivery of behavioral health services.

Patricia DeFusco Named Director of HHC Cancer Institute
Breast Program
Patricia A. DeFusco, MD, will assume the role of director of the Hartford
HealthCare Cancer Institute Breast Program on October 1, 2018. In this role,
Dr. DeFusco will help further our ambitious vision of building the region’s most
comprehensive breast program that provides patients with compassionate care
coordinated among a team of specialists and access to the latest therapies.
Dr. DeFusco - whose commitment to personalized, compassionate patient care
was recognized by the Malta House of Care with its Wonder Woman Award in
2013 - has led the system’s Breast Disease Management Team since its
implementation five years ago. She has guided the development of breast
standards of care across the Cancer Institute, promoted clinical research and
established a strong relationship with Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
clinicians. Such extensive experience will be a tremendous asset in her new
position.
Dr. DeFusco has been a senior attending physician at Hartford Hospital for
almost three decades while in private practice at Starling Physicians. She
earned her medical degree from Boston University School of Medicine,
completed a residency in internal medicine and a fellowship in advanced
internal medicine, both at Hartford Hospital, before completing a fellowship in
medical oncology at the Mayo Clinic.
Dr. DeFusco serves as a clinical instructor at the University of Connecticut
School of Medicine. Since 1989, she has served as the principal investigator
(PI) of the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) and
continues in the role of corresponding PI for NRG Oncology. She was also the
PI for the nine-hospital Connecticut Task Force which participated in the
pivotal NSABP Prevention Trial and the follow-up NSABP STAR trial. She
served on the NSABP Board of Directors from 2005-2009 and is currently a
member of the NRG Human Research Committee.
Dr. DeFusco will leave practice at Starling Physicians in mid-September but
will continue to see patients as a member of the Hartford HealthCare Medical
Group in Avon and the soon-to-be-opened health center at 376 Tolland
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Turnpike, Manchester. For questions about new referrals or to transfer care to
Dr. DeFusco’s new practice, please call 860.972.8800.

In Brief
Dr. Paul D. Thompson and Dr. Antonio Fernandez were faculty members
at the American College of Cardiology's Sports Cardiology Summit in Park City
Utah from June 23 to 26, 2018. Drs. Thompson and Fernandez discussed
managing coronary disease in middle-aged athletes. Dr. Thompson lectured on
managing hypertension and hyperlipidemia in the same population.

Welcome New Providers to Hartford Hospital
Please visit https://hartfordhospital.org/find-a-doctor for more information on
these and other providers.
Physicians
Joseph Horvath, DO
Psychiatry
Caleb Wasser, DO
Pediatrics
Laura Black, MD
Internal Medicine
David Blonder, MD
Radiology
Alexandra Channing, MD Pediatric Cardiology
Christine Cumarasamy, MDUrology
Camelia Lawrence, MD
Surgery
Robyn Matloff, MD
Pediatric Nephrology
Jignesh Modi, MD
Interventional Neuroradiology
Kwesi Ntiforo, MD
Hospital Medicine
Alaina Pyle, MD
Neonatology
Elisabeth Sappenfield, MD Urogynecology
Alice Shea, MD
Radiology
Arun Uthayashankar, MD Anesthesiology
Chantale Vante, MD
Hospital Medicine
Daniel Witmer, MD
Orthopedics
Allied Health
Juyeon Chung, PA-C
Jessica Colburn, PA-C
Susan Cullen, APRN
Susan Erwin, APRN
Mary Geiser, PA-C
Agatha Giliberto, APRN
Kathleen Hazel, CNM

Cardiac Surgery
Vascular Surgery
Psychiatry
Anesthesiology / Pain Management
Surgery
Cardiology
Obstetrics & Gynecology
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Tina Hinchey, APRN
Kelsey West, PA-C

Psychology
Trauma Surgery
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Coming Up

Education and events

September 4
Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony for the new Hartford Hospital
Inpatient Rehabilitation Unit
Conklin Building, 6th Floor
5:30 to 7 p.m. (remarks will begin at 5:45 p.m.)
Join us for tours and refreshments as we unveil a brand new unit
dedicated to providing specialized physical, occupational and speech
therapy. This added service along our continuum will help patients
return home faster and healthier to their most optimal quality of life
following an illness or injury.
September 21
End of Summer Event
New Britain Museum of American Art
6 to 9 p.m.
Join the Medical Staff Officers and your colleagues from the Hartford
Hospital Medical Staff for a unique opportunity to socialize and enjoy
each other’s company. More details to follow!
September 23
A Review to Renew: Addressing the State Mandated CMEs for
CT Medical License Renewal for Physicians and APRNs (Part
Two)
Hospital of Central Connecticut, Lecture Rooms 1 and 2
7:30 a.m. to Noon
The next session of our CME series addressing the State of Connecticut
required education for physician and APRN license renewal is Sunday,
September 23, 2018, from 7:30 a.m. to noon, at HOCC. Providers must take
these classes once every six years. Topics will include:
Sexual Assault and the Forensic Examination
Opioids and Pain Management
PTSD and Substance Abuse in Veterans
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Depression and Suicide in Veterans
Space is limited and registration is required using the following steps:
1. Log in to your CME account here. (If you don’t have an account, use the
same link and click “Create Account”)
2. Choose “View Upcoming Events”
3. Register and pay for each day separately. Fee per day is $15 for HHC
Privileged Providers and $20 for non-HHC Privileged Providers
Please contact ContinuingEd@HHCHealth.org with any questions.

September 25
13th Annual Interdisciplinary Transplant Symposium
Sheraton Hartford South, Rocky Hill
7:45 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Join Hartford Hospital experts as they present cutting edge information in the
fields of kidney, liver and heart transplantation. Participants who attend this
symposium will be able to apply updated therapies to the care of individuals
with end stage organ disease.
Click here to learn more and register.

October 3
34th Annual Cardiovascular Symposium

Connecticut Convention Center, 100 Columbus Blvd., Hartford
7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
This one-day CME-accredited symposium allows cardiac health care
professionals to learn recent advances in the management of cardiovascular
disease patients from leading experts in the field. Attendees will leave able to:
Describe anticoagulation indications & options for atrial fibrillation
patients, including peri-procedural management
Understand the effect of gravity and the upright posture on human
cardiovascular physiology
Reassess the relevance of rupture of a “vulnerable” plaque in the current
era and explore the influences in secular trends in preventive
interventions on human atherosclerosis
Understand ischemic stroke classification and cryptogenic stroke
Recite the differential diagnosis of an elevated highly sensitive troponin
and recognize the difference between ‘conventional’ and highly sensitive
troponin methods
Assess the severity of ischemic mitral regurgitation and become familiar
with various treatment modalities
Identify which patients qualify for PCSK9 therapy and discuss how to
manage patients with low HDL-C levels
Hartford HealthCare designates this live activity for a maximum of 5.25 AMA
PRA Category 1 credit(s).™
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Please visit www.hartfordcvsymposium.org for more information and to
register.

Planning a CME Activity?
The CME department encourages program planners to begin the
application process as far in advance of the CME activity as possible.
Visit the HHC CME website to learn more about CME Offerings
Click here to request an application today
Contact continuinged@hhchealth.org to schedule a planning session
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For Your Information

Other things you ought to know

Did You Know?
If you are paged and asked to call a five digit extension from outside the
hospital, the first number of the extension offers a guide to which phone
number you should call:
If you are paged to call:

5.xxxx the full number is:
2.xxxx
6.xxxx

860.545.xxxx
860.972.xxxx
860.696.xxxx

New Inpatient Rehab Unit: Admission Criteria and How to
Make a Referral
Hartford Hospital will open the doors to its brand new 26-bed inpatient
rehabilitation unit on Sept. 6. The intensive rehab offered on the unit will help
patients who have suffered a severe illness or injury gain a greater level of
independence and return to home with a better quality of life.
Patients must meet the following admission criteria:
Require active and ongoing intervention of multiple therapy disciplines
Require intensive rehab therapy program consisting of 3 hours of
therapy per day at least 5 days per week
Require close supervision by a rehabilitation physician
Expected to actively participate in and benefit from the program
Require an intensive and coordinated interdisciplinary team approach to
the delivery of care
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Appropriate patients:
Stroke
Brain injury/spinal cord injury
Neurological/neuromuscular disorder
Multiple trauma
Amputation
Complex joint replacement surgery
Cardiac/Pulmonary
Deconditioned patient
Call 860.972.0990 to make an admission. Appropriate patients will be
reviewed by the case coordinator, therapy team, nurse liaison and physiatrist.

Do you have patients requiring respite care during the
summer months?
Hartford HealthCare Independence at Home will care for patients while their
caregiver takes a vacation or some well-deserved time off.
Independence at Home offers:
Lifeline / emergency response units
Personal Care Attendants (hourly care)
Homemaking
24/7 Live-in care
And more
Call us for details at 1.888.863.2771 or click here to view a flyer you can
share with patients.

Help Patients Find You with "Find a Doc"
The “Find a Doc” feature on our website is a great tool that helps patients
locate our physicians. Patients search for a physician many ways – often
directly by name, by a specialty, or by a targeted location. It’s important that
your profile is up to date and references everything you would want a
prospective patient to know about you.
When you have a few moments, please check your profile by visiting
www.hartfordhospital.org and click on “Find a Doctor.” Then type in your
name.
Requesting an update is quick and easy. Just click on the “Request a Change”
button on the right-hand side of the page.

Need IT or EPIC Help?
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If you need help with EPIC, the contact phone number is different from the
number used for other information technology needs.
The Care Connect (EPIC) Help Desk can be reached at 860.972.EPIC or 2-EPIC
(860.972.3742).
The IT Service Desk can be reached at 860.545.5699.
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In the News

Media coverage, headlines and trends

Healthcare Trends
Sniffles? Cancer? Under Medicare Plan, Payments for Office Visits
Would Be Same for Both
The Trump administration is proposing huge changes in the way Medicare pays
doctors for the most common of all medical services, the office visit, offering
physicians basically the same amount, regardless of a patient’s condition or
the complexity of the services provided.
Administration officials said the proposal would radically reduce paperwork
burdens, freeing doctors to spend more time with patients. The government
would pay one rate for new patients and another, lower rate for visits with
established patients.
Health systems look to mend fractured consumer experience
When Terry Shaw's wife was still in a hospital bed recovering from a car
accident, a nurse handed her a packet of discharge instructions several inches
thick. The packet included recommendations to follow up with three
physicians. But finding an outpatient neurologist who would treat a car
accident patient was even difficult for Shaw, CEO of Adventist Health System.
Over Half Of Patients And Families Hesitate To Raise ICU Safety
Concerns, Study Finds
Imagine you're in the intensive care unit at the bedside of your loved one, and
you think you see a medical mistake — a wrong pill, an unwashed hand. Do
you speak up? Even if you're afraid that might annoy or alienate the medical
team?
It's a delicate question, and a new study out of Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center — the first ICU study of its kind — documents just how delicate. The
researchers surveyed more than 100 family members in the ICU and more
than 1,000 online about whether they'd feel comfortable speaking up about
various concerns.
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Primary-care physicians in short supply in Conn.
Due to the hectic schedule and other strenuous factors, more medical students
are choosing specialty fields such as cardiology or obstetrics. As a result, the
nation is facing a shortage of primary-care doctors. One study from the Robert
Graham Center: Policy Studies in Family Medicine and Primary Care shows
Connecticut needs 404 additional primary-care physicians by 2030 to avoid a
shortage.
The Graham Center study shows Connecticut had 2,580 practicing primarycare physicians in 2010, which amounts to 1,385 residents per doctor. That
ratio is already lower than the national average. To maintain it, Connecticut
needs to boost the number of practicing physicians by 15 percent to keep up
with a growing, and aging, population.
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Stay Connected

Visit Hartford HealthCare's News Hub
Follow Hartford Hospital on Facebook, YouTube and Twitter
Connect with Hartford HealthCare's Media Relations Team
Seymour Street Journal (SSJ) supports physician engagement at Hartford
Hospital by providing critical information, news and recognition in an easily
digestible format. The SSJ will be sent to your preferred e-mail address the last
Sunday of each month.
If you would like to be added to the Seymour Street Journal email list, or to
receive it at a different email address, please opt-in at harthosp.org/SSJ. This
ensures that you will receive the newsletter at your preferred email address.
For any questions or suggestions, please contact editor Matthew Clyburn at
matthew.clyburn@hhchealth.org or 860.500.0464.
This email was sent to: jerry.belanger@hhchealth.org
This email was sent by: Hartford HealthCare
1 State Street, Suite 19 Hartford, CT 06103 US
We respect your right to privacy - view our policy
Manage Subscriptions | Update Profile | One-Click Unsubscribe
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